
Free Speech TV
Looking for a multiracial, multigenerational, progressive
audience? Check out what Free Speech TV is all about

and reach out today to partner with us!
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Programming on FSTV engages, informs and activates viewers.

Who We Are
Free Speech TV (FSTV) is a 30-year, independent,
national news network based in Denver, Colorado,
broadcasting from partner newsrooms around the
country. With the loss of Link TV in 2023, FSTV is the
last remaining network of its kind. 

Attract new, highly engaged audiences by
partnering with independent media’s only
progressive network. On FSTV, viewers get all of
their favorite progressive programs in one place,
including Democracy Now!, the David Pakman
Show, the Thom Hartmann Program, the
Stephanie Miller Show, GayUSA, BreakThrough
News, 1Hood Media, and more.
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Financial and membership data from FY23 
(June 2022 - July 2023)

Social media data from September 2023
Programming data from December 2023

Programming on FSTV engages,
informs, and activates

5
OTT Platforms

94
PEG Stations

Distribution Partners

85%
Viewer Funded

1995
Year Founded

35 Million
TV Households

20,000
Monthly Members

Program Partners

11.5 hours 
Daily Programming

177.5K
Social Media Followers
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Programming on FSTV engages, informs and activates viewers.

Our Impact
Free Speech TV unites activists from all walks of life
under one goal: to build a just, equitable, and
sustainable world. Our impact is measured by the
grassroots change-makers we inspire and activate
through fearless storytelling and independent
journalism. 
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177.5K
Social Media Followers

“FSTV is bringin’ it to the masses, but not
from the mountain top, from the same
ground we all share. I want to be involved
in this movement toward truth, freedom,
peace, and yes, justice for all.”

“Thank you for introducing me to a
world that isn’t controlled by corporate
propaganda, for showing me that I am
not alone in my belief that this country
deserves better than cruelty & injustice
to divide the people, and for providing
programs that are informative &
enthralling. Because of FSTV, for the
first time in my life, I registered to vote,
I called my Representative, and I called
my Senators to tell them my concerns.”

“Free Speech TV is providing a national
venue to those of us who are working in
our own small circles to use media as a
tool for social change. Thank you!”



Democracy Now!
Live, global daily news
with Amy Goodman and
Narmeen Shaikh

The Stephanie Miller
Show 
Live interviews, viewer
participation, and
commentary from fast-
paced comedian
Stephanie Miller and
guests 

The Thom Hartmann
Program 
The most-watched
progressive talk show
in the world, covering
diverse issues like
immigration & U.S.
politics 

The Randi Rhodes Show
Live, free-thinking,
liberal news and opinion
with viewer participation
that challenges the
status quo 

Rising Up With Sonali 
A weekly antidote to the
doom and gloom of
mainstream news, lifting
up solutions that bring
us closer to economic,
racial, gender, and
environmental justice. 

This Week in White
Supremacy -
Discussions on the
cultural effects and
injustices of white
supremacy from
Pittsburgh’s 1Hood
Media

The Freedom Side
Stories of resistance from
global poor and working-
class communities

Gay USA
Comprehensive LGBTQ+
news and analysis 

ICT with Aliyah Chavez
Stories of Indigenous
communities by
Indigenous journalists

The David Pakman Show 
Biting social commentary
and controversial
interviews 

The Rick Smith Show
Labor news by working
people, for working
people

Al Jazeera English
Africa Direct
Sense of Community
All Hail the Planet
Generation Change
Earthrise
AJ Selects
Studio B: Unscripted
The Big Picture:
France in Focus and
The Fans Who Make
Football

Social & Environmental
Justice Documentaries 

Special Events
Coverage, including:

Netroots Nation
Bioneers
Election events like
the RNC and DNC

  Morning      Afternoon      Weekend      Evening    



“I like Free Speech TV becaue it exposes me to people who are warriors for the
cause of injustice and climate change. It’s amazing how much you learn.”

- FSTV viewer & donor Richard in California

Galen Jones FSTV Audience & MarketResearch, 2019

FSTV viewers are motivated to
consume media and highly

engaged.

49%
Of viewers watch FSTV

multiple times a day



Galen Jones FSTV Audience & Market Research, 2019

“Free Speech TV is our last link to democracy.  
I love it and hope more people get on board and expand it.”

- FSTV viewer & donor Lynn in California

Free Speech TV’s audience
skews toward middle class,
single people
and those without children in
the home.
Viewers demonstrate high
levels of political news
consumption and civic
engagement. Free Speech
TV’s audience is strongest in
the western U.S. and in rural
areas underserved by cable.
Viewers age 18-54 are the
fastest-growing digital
audience.

Galen Jones FSTV Audience & Market Research, 2019

Free Speech TV Audience



Lydia Fiser 
Co-Executive Director
lydia@freespeech.org

Than Reeder
Operations Director
than@freespeech.org

Justin Taylor
Programming Director
justin@freespeech.org

Yolanda Williams
Senior Finance Director
yolanda@freespeech.org

Get in touch!

Join our community of
dedicated partners and bring

your work to FSTV’s 
ever-growing audience.

48%
Of non-viewers were

very interested in FSTV

Free Speech TV


